Travelling by car

• Method Park is located near the city center of Munich. You will easily reach it by car from all directions.

• You will find the underground carpark „Hopfengarage“ (fee required) directly next to Method Park.

• GPS coordinates: 48° 8’ 35” N, 11° 33’ 16” E

Travelling by public transport
from Munich Mainstation

• It will take you about 10 minutes to walk from the train station to Method Park. You can also take the street railway number 16 or 17 at the train station.

• Travelling by train
Please take the exit “Arnulfstraße” from the main hall at the train station and walk up „Arnulfstraße“ towards the city center until you reach „Hopfenstraße“ (on the right).

• Subway number U4/U5
• Please take the exit „Goethestraße“ (the right exit on the entresol).
• Please take the exit „Arnulfstraße“ from the main hall at the train station and walk up „Arnulfstraße“ towards the city center until you reach „Hopfenstraße“ (on the right).

Address
Hopfenstraße 6
80335 Munich
+49 89 235 44 - 979
- **Subway number U1, U2, U7 and U8**
  - Please take the middle exit at the station platform.
  - You can either take the street railway number 16 or 17 at the train station or walk up „Arnulfstraße“ towards the city center until you reach „Hopfenstraße“ (on the right).

**from the airport**

- **If you are travelling by tram (number S1 and S8) or by bus (number S2, S3, S4, S6 and S7) from the airport, please exit at the main train station Munich.**

  - Please take the exit „Fernzüge“ at the train platform and take the exit „Arnulfstraße“ on the entresol.
  - Please walk up „Arnulfstraße“ towards the city center until you reach „Hopfenstraße“ (on the right side).
  - Please note that you can also exit „Seidelstraße“ and walk through the building to „Hopfenstraße 6“.
  - You can also take the tram at „Arnulfstraße“ (number 16 or 17) and exit one station later at „Hopfenstraße“.
  - Or walk up „Arnulfstraße“ towards the city center until you reach „Hopfenstraße“ (on the right side).
  - Travelling by taxi from the airport to our Method Park location will take you about 40 minutes.